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Introduction
● Fluid dynamics: effective theory for collective behavior in systems out of 

equilibrium in the regime where there is a separation of scales  Lmicro<< Lmacro

https://www.livescience.com/47446-fluid-dynamics.html https://br.pinterest.com/pin/688206386781359275/?am
p_client_id=CLIENT_ID(_)&mweb_unauth_id={{default.
session}}&simplified=true
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Introduction
● In the last decades it has drawn the attention of the HIC community due to its 

success in the description of the QGP 

Credit: Chun Shen
https://indico.bnl.gov/ev
ent/8660/timetable/
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Hydrodynamic variables and EoMs

● The EoMs of hydrodynamics come from the local conservation of net charge, 
energy and momentum

● These tensors are decomposed in terms of       (4-velocity)                  .         
 In general

● Simplest model: ideal fluid (no diffusions, no shear and isotropic pressure)
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Hydrodynamic variables and EoMs

● The EoMs of hydrodynamics come from the local conservation of net charge, 
energy and momentum

● These tensors are decomposed in terms of       (4-velocity)                  .         
 In general

● Fictitious local equilibrium state
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Matching conditions

● The separation is not unique –                     are not uniquely defined out of 
equilibrium

● Prescriptions are used to make the definitions -- the matching conditions. They 
restrict the conserved tensors

● The most used MC in HIC is the Landau one: “the comoving observer should see no 
heat flux”

Kovtun JPA:  Math.  and Th., 45(47):473001, 2012

Landau and Lifshitz: Fluid Mechanics - Volume 6 
(Course of Theoretical Physics), 1987

Define a fictitious 
equilibrium state so that 
we can define T and 𝜇 
with equilibrium EoS
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C. Shen et al Comput. Phys. Commun. 199, 61 (2016)



Matching conditions

● The separation is not unique –                     are not uniquely defined out of 
equilibrium

● Prescriptions are used to make the definitions -- the matching conditions. They 
restrict the conserved tensors

● The astrophysics community uses mostly Eckart matching: “       is the velocity of 
[one of the] matter currents”

C. Eckart, Physical Review 58, 919 (1940)

Define a fictitous 
equilibrium state so that 
we can define T and 𝜇 as 
before
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M. Chabanov et al Monthly Notices of the RAS 505, 5910 (2021)

Kovtun JPA:  Math.  and Th., 45(47):473001, 2012



Hydrodynamic variables and EoMs

●                                                  5 Eqs for 14 variables (19 if none of the corrections is 
zero) 

● Constitutive relations/further dynamical equations must be derived
○ Navier-Stokes: 

○ Linearly acausal and unstable EoMs

Hiscock, Lindblom PRD 31, 725 (1985)

Pichon, Ann. de l’I.H.P. Phys. théo. 2, 21 (1965)
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Hydrodynamic variables and EoMs

●                                                  5 Eqs for 14 variables (19 if none of the corrections is 
zero) 

● Constitutive relations/further dynamical equations must be derived
○ MIS: non-equilibrium fields promoted to independent variables

10

Israel, W., & Stewart, J. M. 
(1979). Annals of Physics, 
118(2), 341-372;
Müller, I. (1967). Zeitschrift 
für Physik, 198(4), 329-344.

Brito & Denicol, PRD 102, 116009 (2020)



Hydrodynamic variables and EoMs

●                                                  5 Eqs for 14 variables (19 if none of the corrections is 
zero) 

● Constitutive relations/further dynamical equations must be derived
○ MIS: non-equilibrium fields promoted to independent variables

■ Causality and linear stability constrain the relaxation times and couplings
Hiscock & Lindblom, Ann of Phys 151, 466 (1983); Olson, Ann of Phys 199, 18 (1990); Koide et al, PRD 81, 114039 (2010).] 
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Brito & Denicol, PRD 102, 116009 (2020)



Bemfica-Disconzi-Noronha-Kovtun hydro

Modification of the constitutive relations 
to include time-like derivatives 

BDN - PRD, 98(10):104064, (2018); PRD 
100(10):104020, (2019); arxiv 2009.11388 [gr-qc]
K  - JHEP 1910 (2019) 034

● EoMs are causal, hyperbolic and 
have non-negative entropy 
production. [BDN Arxiv: 2009.11388v2]

● Non-linear causality requires
                                 
BDN PRD 100(10):104020, (2019) 
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Generic matching 
conditions



Microscopic derivation

● Many possibilities: Holography1, Zubarev Hydro2, Relat. Boltzmann equation 
etc;

● In rBE: 

○ Chapman-Enskog3 → Navier-Stokes
○ 14-moments4 / DNMR5 → MIS(-like) EoMs
○ Modified Chapman-Enskog → BDN

3 S. Chapman, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A 216, 279 (1916); 217, 115 (1917); D. 
Enskog, Dissertation, Uppsala (1917): Arkiv Mat., Ast. och. Fys. 16, 

1(1921).  

2 Zubarev et al, Theo. and Math. Phys. 40 (1979) 
821–831; Becattini et al (2019). Particles, 2(2), 197-207.

4 Israel, W., & Stewart, J. M. (1979). Ann. of Phys., 118(2), 341-372; 
GSR, Denicol (2021). PRD, 104(9), 096016. 5 Denicol et al  (2012). PRD, 85(11), 114047; 

G. Denicol and D. H. Rischke, Microscopic 
Foundations of Relativistic Fluid Dynamics
(Springer, 2021)



Chapman-Enskog Expansion

● Perturbative method to obtain NS EoMs from Kin. Th.

● Zero-th order 

Assure non pert. validity of consv. eqns.. 
Tμ𝜈 and Nμ updated order by order

Solved order by order

Local equilibrium -> Euler eqns.

Time-like deriv. -> Space-like deriv.

de Groot, van Leeuwen, van Weert, Relativistic Kinetic Theory: Principles and Applications (North-Holland,1980)
Cercignani and Kremer, The Relativistic Boltzmann Equation: Theory and Applications(Springer, 2002)/



Chapman-Enskog Expansion

● First order Linear int. eqn.

de Groot, van Leeuwen, van Weert, Relativistic Kinetic Theory: Principles and Applications (North-Holland,1980)
Cercignani and Kremer, The Relativistic Boltzmann Equation: Theory and Applications(Springer, 2002)/

zero-th order (Euler) eqns

Compatibility 
conditions – the 
source of the 
change



Chapman-Enskog Expansion

● First order

Matching conditions

Except for η, all 
coefficients are 
matching dependent



● We would like a pert. procedure that does not lead to  “                    ”                

● In CE expansion, the insertion of     occurs in the rBE. compatibility conditions at 
each order lead to “                    ”                     

● We propose to integrate rBE with a complete basis and then insert  

Modified Expansion for BDN

The conservation equations are valid non-perturbatively



● Zero-th order

● First order

Modified Expansion for BDN



Matching conditions

Modified Expansion for BDN



Modified Expansion for BDN

Matching conditions



Modified Expansion for BDN
● Constitutive relations 

● Massless limit
Matching independent, the same as in CE

Not necessarily zero!



Modified Chapman-Enskog Expansion for BDN
● Relation to NS transport coefficients

where



● We approximate the collision term with the RTA proposed in

● In the present case

                 Relaxation time approximation
GSR, Denicol, Noronha PRL 
127, 042301 (2021)

Traditional RTA
Projector in the subspace of 
conserved quantities in an 
orthogonal basis

Not the basis of the perturbative scheme

Notation:

Massless particles



Basis choice
● Perturbative scheme basis choice (inspired in P. B. Arnold, G. D. Moore, and L. G. Yaffe, JHEP 11, 001 (2000), 

arXiv:hep-ph/0010177 ; P. B. Arnold, G. D. Moore, and L. G. Yaffe, JHEP 01, 030 (2003), arXiv:hep-ph/0209353)

● The choices of ml and nl depend on matching conditions and affect convergence 

Truncation order

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Change_of_basis



Transport coefficients for BDN in the RTA
● Coeffs. computed in the massless limit and constant relaxation time

Transport coefficients for matching conditions so that

No obvious physical interpretationInspired in Bemfica et al PRD 100(10):104020, 

(2019) “Exotic Eckart”



Transport coefficients for BDN in the RTA
● Coeffs. computed in the massless limit and constant relaxation time

Transport coefficients for matching conditions so that

No obvious physical interpretationUsed for comparison
“Exotic Eckart”



Transport coefficients for BDN in the RTA

● More simply, for the basis

● Coeffs. computed in the massless limit and constant relaxation time



Transport coefficients for BDN in the RTA

● More simply

● Coeffs. computed in the massless limit and constant relaxation time



Attractor structure of BDNK theory
● Hydro regime – Attractor of non-eq configs
● We compare the evolution in the Exotic Eckart matchings in Bjorken flow
● 1) 

● 2)

Matching-invariant dynamics

Inspired in Bemfica et al PRD 100(10):104020, (2019) 

Used for comparison Matching-dependent dynamics



●                             – both hydro and early time attractors 

Attractor structure of BDNK theory

Hydro attractor Early time attractor

Dynamics independent of ‘s’ 



●                             No early time attractor

Attractor structure of BDNK theory

s=3 s=4



Comparison of attractor structures
● We compare the evolution in the full Boltzmann equation, MIS, 

and BDNK in Bjorken flow for the alternative conditions 

Matching conditions



Comparison of attractor structures
● We compare the evolution in the full Boltzmann equation, MIS, 

and BDNK in Bjorken flow for alternative matching conditions 

19-moments approximation GSR, Denicol PRD 104 (2021) no.9, 096016



Comparison of attractor structures
● We compare the evolution in the full Boltzmann equation, MIS, 

and BDNK in Bjorken flow for the alternative matching conditions 

s=3 s=4



Comparison of attractor structures
● We compare the evolution in the full Boltzmann equation, MIS, 

and BDNK in Bjorken flow for the alternative matching conditions 

s=3 s=4



Conclusions
● In this work, we proposed a novel perturbative procedure to derive BDNK 

hydrodynamics;
● We have also analyzed the attractor structure for different matching 

conditions for BDNK and compared it with full Boltzmann evolution and MIS 
EoMs in Bjorken flow;

THANK YOU FOR 
THE ATTENTION!

36
https://www.travelcircus.de/urlaubsziele/top-10-attraktionen-in-krakau/
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Hilbert Expansion
H. Grad, in Thermodynamik der Gase/Thermodynamics of 
Gases (Springer, 1958) pp. 205–294
D. Hilbert, Mathematische Annalen 72, 562 (1912)

Infinite no. of 
conserved 
quantities



Hilbert Expansion

First order equations will 
provide their dynamics



Hilbert Expansion

First order equations will 
provide their dynamics



Hilbert Expansion



Explicit form of the attractors



Explicit form of the attractors



Chapman-Enskog Expansion

● First order Linear int. eqn.

Full consv. eqns.



Chapman-Enskog Expansion

● First order

Matching conditions



Chapman-Enskog Expansion

● Perturbative method to obtain NS EoMs from Kin. Th.

Assure non pert. validity of consv. eqns.. 
Tμ𝜈 and Nμ updated order by order

Solved order by order

Time-like deriv. -> Space-like deriv.

de Groot, van Leeuwen, van Weert, Relativistic Kinetic Theory: Principles and Applications (North-Holland,1980)
Cercignani and Kremer, The Relativistic Boltzmann Equation: Theory and Applications(Springer, 2002)/

At first order:



                 Relaxation time approximation
● To recover the lost properties, we propose schematically

47

● Our approximation to the rBE reads 

Traditional RTA
Projector in the subspace of 
conserved quantities in an 
orthogonal basis

L. E. Reichl.A Modern Course 
in Statistical Physics.  
American Association of 
Physics Teachers, 1999.

Notation:

(Massless limit)

GSR, Denicol, Noronha PRL 127, 042301 (2021)


